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Abstra t

formation states an be used to (1) update information states based on observed dialogue moves and (2)
sele t dialogue moves based on the urrent information
state. We present a parti ular notion of dynami information state based on Ginzburg's theory of Questions Under Dis ussion (QUD) [Ginzburg, 1996a; 1996b;
1998℄. An experimental dialogue system whi h uses this
notion of information state is presented. We then look at
the role of a ommodation in information state transitions and point to examples of two kinds of a ommodation: a ommodation of questions under dis ussion and
of dialogue plan. Finally, we argue that a ommodation
should be asso iated with update rules, or ta it moves
(not asso iated with an utteran e), and show how the
implementation of these rules yields improved behaviour
in the experimental dialogue system.

We explore the notion of information state in
relation to dialogue systems, and in parti ular
to the part of a dialogue system we all the dialogue move engine. We use a framework for
experimenting with information states and dialogue move engines, and show how an experimental dialogue system urrently being developed in Goteborg within the framework an be
provided with rules to handle a ommodation
of questions and plans in dialogue.

1 Introdu tion

2 General ar hite ture

We use the term information state to mean, roughly, the
information stored internally by an agent, in this ase a
dialogue system. A dialogue move engine updates the information state on the basis of observed dialogue moves
and sele ts appropriate moves to be performed. In this
paper we use a formal representation of dialogue information states that has been developed in the TRINDI1 ,
SDS2 and INDI3 proje ts4 .

The general ar hite ture we are assuming is shown in
(1).
(1)
Control

The stru ture of this paper is as follows: First, we give
a brief des ription of a general dialogue system ar hite ture whi h an be used for experimenting with di erent kinds of information states and dialogue move engines. We explain the distin tion between stati and
dynami information state, and dis uss how rules formulated in terms of onditions and operations on in1
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We will illustrate our dis ussion from a Swedish dialogue
in the travel booking domain that has been olle ted by the
University of Lund as part of the SDS proje t. We quote the
trans ription done in Goteborg as part of the same proje t.
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1987℄. From the perspe tive of implementing a dialogue
move engine, we think it may be useful to think about
what a dialogue system (or any dialogue parti ipant) a tually needs to do (not ne essarily in a sequential order):

The omponents in the ar hite ture are the following:
 Information State (IS), divided into Dynami IS








(DIS) and stati IS (SIS)
Interpreter: Takes input utteran es from the user
and gives interpretations in terms of moves (in luding semanti ontent). The interpretation is stored
in the DIS.
Update module: Applies update rules (spe i ed in
SIS) to the DIS a ording to the update algorithm
(also spe i ed in SIS)
Sele tion module: Sele ts move(s) using the sele tion rules and the move sele tion algorithm spe ied in SIS. The resulting moves are stored in the
DIS. The update module and the sele tion module
together make up the dialogue move engine.
Generator: Generates ouput utteran es based on
the ontents of the DIS.
Control: wires together the other modules, either in
sequen e or through some asyn hronous me hanism.

 interpret utteran e from the user
 update the information state a ording to the

move(s) (supposedly) performed by the user
 sele t a move/moves to be performed by the system
 generate appropriate utteran e to perform move(s)
 update the information state a ording to the
move(s) performed by the system

Instead of de ning the dialogue moves themselves in
terms of pre onditions and e e ts, we de ne update rules
(u-rules) and sele tion rules (s-rules) for updating the
DIS based on the re ognised move(s) and sele ting the
next move(s), respe tively.
The update rules are rules that update the (dynami )
information state, e.g. when the user has input something to the system. The sele tion rules are rules that
both update the (dynami ) information state and sele ts
a dialogue move to be exe uted by the system. Both rule
types have pre onditions and e e ts. The pre onditions
are a list of onditions that must be true of the information state. The e e ts are a list of operations to be
exe uted if the pre onditions are true. The pre onditions
must guarantee that the e e ts an be exe uted.

Apart from the general ar hite ture show in (1), the
framework also spe i es formats for de ning update
rules, sele tion rules and dialogue moves (see se tion
2.2), and provides a set of tools for experimenting with
di erent information states, rules, and algorithms. Simple intepreters and generators are also provided. To
build a dialogue system, one needs to supplement the
framework with de nitions of rules, moves and algorithms, as well as the stru ture of the dynami information state.
2.1

Stati

and dynami

Dialogue move de nitions onsist of a name, a type (optional) and a list of number and types of arguments (e.g.,
speaker, ontent, et ). Dialogue moves are the output of
analysis and input to generation. Also, they are the obje ts sele ted by s-rules. U-rules may refer to them, and
they may be part of the information state.

information state

We distinguish between stati (SIS) and dynami (DIS)
information states of a dialogue agent. The dynami
state is the part of the information state whi h an
hange during the ourse of the dialogue, while the stati
state stays the same. In the stati state we an in lude
rules for interpreting utteran es, updating the dynami
information state, and sele ting further moves. Also, we
an in lude dialogue move de nitions, plan libraries, dialogue game de nitions (e.g. in the form of Finite State
Transition Networks) and domain databases, insofar as
these knowledge sour es do not hange during the dialogue. If e.g. the database an be updated during the
dialogue by information from the user or in any other
way, or if the system is apable of learning new rules,
these resour es should be in luded in the dynami state.
2.2

We also use the term ta it move to refer to the a t of
applying an update rule, i.e. the a t of updating the
DIS.

3 Question-based DIS
The question about what should be in luded in the dynami information state is entral to any theory of dialogue management. The notion of information state we
are putting forward here is basi ally a version of the dialogue game board whi h has been proposed by Ginzburg.
We are attempting to use as simple a version as possible in order to have a more or less pra ti al system to
experiment with.

Moves and rules

We represent information states of dialogue parti ipants
as re ords of the following type:

Traditionally, dialogue moves (or spee h a ts) are de ned
using pre onditions, e e ts, and a de omposition [Allen,
2

for a sta k of questions under dis ussion (qud). These
are questions that have been raised and are urrently
under dis ussion in the dialogue. The third eld ontains
information about the latest move (speaker, move type
and ontent).

4 GoDiS

As any abstra t datatype, this type of information state
is asso iated with various onditions and operations
whi h an be used to he k and update the information
state. For example, fstRe (shared.qud,Q) su eeds if
Q is uni able with the topmost element on the shared
QUD sta k, and popRe (shared.qud) will pop the topmost element o the sta k.

In Goteborg, an experimental dialogue system alled
GoDiS (Gothenburg Dialogue System) is being developed based on the framework des ribed above and using
the type of dynami information state des ribed in Se tion 3.

The main division in the information state is between
information whi h is private to the agent and that whi h
is shared between the dialogue parti ipants. What we
mean by shared information here is that whi h has been
established (i.e. grounded) during the onversation, akin
to what Lewis in [Lewis, 1979℄ alled the \ onversational
s oreboard".

4.1

Rules, moves and algorithms

In this se tion we des ribe some of the rules and algorithm de nitions we use. The urrent algorithms are
very simple and the behaviour of the system is therefore
mainly dependent on the de nitions of the update and
sele tion rules.

The plan eld ontains a dialogue plan, i.e. is a list
of dialogue a tions that the agent wishes to arry out.
The plan an be hanged during the ourse of the onversation. For example, if a travel agent dis overs that
his ustomer wishes to get information about a ight he
will adopt a plan to ask her where she wants to go, when
she wants to go, what pri e lass she wants and so on.
The agenda eld, on the other hand, ontains the short
term goals or obligations that the agent has, i.e. what
the agent is going to do next. For example, if the other
dialogue parti ipant raises a question, then the agent will
normally put an a tion on the agenda to respond to the
question. This a tion may or may not be in the agent's
plan.

Update algorithm:

1. Are there any update rules whose pre onditions are fullled in the urrent IS? If so, take the rst one and
exe ute the updates spe i ed in the e e ts of the rule.
If not, stop.
2. Repeat.
Sele tion algorithm:

1. Are there any sele tion rules whose pre onditions are
ful lled in the urrent IS? If so, pro eed to step 2. If
not, stop.
2. Does the rule spe ify a dialogue move? If so, stop. If
not, exe ute the updates spe i ed in the e e ts of the
rule.
3. Repeat

We have in luded a eld tmp that mirrors the shared
elds. This eld keeps tra k of shared information that
has not yet been grounded, i.e. on rmed as having
been understood by the other dialogue parti ipant5 . In
this way it is easy to delete information whi h the agent
has \optimisti ally" assumed to have be ome shared if
it should turn out that the other dialogue parti ipant
does not understand or a ept it. If the agent pursues
a autious rather than an optimisti strategy then information will at rst only be pla ed on tmp until it
has been a knowledged by the other dialogue parti ipant
whereupon it an be moved from tmp to the appropriate
shared eld.

Control algorithm:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The shared eld is divided into three sub elds. One
sub eld is a set of propositions whi h the agent assumes
for the sake of the onversation. The se ond sub eld is

Call the interpreter
Call the update module
Call the sele tion module
Call the generator
Call the update module
Repeat

The update rules in lude rules for question and plan a ommodation, as well as rules for handling grounding
and rules for integrating the latest move with the DIS.

In dis ussing grounding we will assume that there is just
one other dialogue parti ipant.
5

3

a ount, the system is assumed to have a ess to a library of domain plans, and by re ognizing the domain
plan of the user, the system an produ e ooperative
behaviour su h as supplying information whi h the user
might need to exe ute her plan. Our approa h is to
dire tly represent ready-made plans for engaging in ooperative dialogue and produ ing ooperative behaviour
(su h as answering questions) whi h indire tly re e t domain knowledge, but obviates the need for dynami plan
onstru tion.

The latter rules look di erent depending on whether the
user or the system itself was the agent of the move. As
an illustration, in (2) we see the update rule for integrating an \answer" move when performed by the user,
and in (3) the onverse rule for the ase when the latest
move was performed by the system6 .
(2)

(

u-rule:
pre:

eff:

(3)

u-rule:
pre:

eff:

integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))

valRe ( shared.lm, answer(usr,A))
fstRe ( shared.qud, Q ),
( relevant answer( Q; A )
popRe (shared.qud)
redu e(Q; A; P )
addRe (shared.bel, P )

Typi ally, the system has on the agenda an a tion to respond to a question. However, the move for answering
the question annot be sele ted sin e the system does not
yet have the ne essary information to answer the question. The system then tries to nd a plan whi h will
allow it to answer the question, and this plan will typi ally be a list of a tions to raise questions; on e these
questions have been raised and the user has answered
them, the system an provide an answer to the initial
question. This behaviour is similar to that of many natural language database interfa es, but the di eren e is
that the ar hite ture of our system allows us to improve
the onversational behaviour of the system simply by
adding some new rules, su h as the a ommodation rules
des ribed above.

integrateLatestMove(answer(sys))

valRe (private.tmp.lm, answer(sys; Q; A))
8
>
< setRe (shared.lm, answer(sys; Q; A))
popRe (shared.qud)
e(Q; A; P )
>
: redu
addRe (shared.bel, P )

In the urrent implementation, interpretation and generation are anned, whi h means that the range of input and output strings is very restri ted. However, it is
also possible to ommuni ate using moves dire tly, e.g.
by typing ask(P^(pri e=P)) instead of 'What is the
pri e?'.

5 A ommodation

The semanti s (if it deserves the name) represents
propositions as pairs of features and values, e.g.
(month=april), and questions are -abstra ts over
propositions, e.g. x(month = x). A set of propositions and a query together onstitute a database query
whi h is sent to the database on e the system has reeived suÆ ient information to be able to answer the
question. A question and an answer an be redu ed to
a proposition using -redu tion. For example, the question x(month=x) and the answer april yield the proposition [x(month = x)℄(april), i.e. (month = april).

In our implementation, the stati information states ontains, among other things, a set of dialogue plans whi h
ontain information about what the system should do
in order to a hieve its goals. Traditionally [Allen and
Perrault, 1980℄, it has been assumed that general planners and plan re ognizers should be used to produ e
ooperative behaviour from dialogue systems. On this

We de ne dialogue moves as updates to information
states dire tly asso iated with utteran es. If you take a
dialogue or information update perspe tive on Lewis' notion of a ommodation, it orresponds to moves that are
ta it (i.e. not asso iated with an utteran e). Ta it moves
an be seen as appli ations of update rules, whi h spe ify
how the information state should be updated given that
ertain pre onditions hold. Ta it moves ould also be
alled \internal" or \inferen e" moves. The motivation
for thinking in terms of a ommodation has to do with
generality. We ould asso iate expressions whi h introdu e a presupposition as being ambiguous between a presuppositional reading and a similar reading where what
is the presupposition is part of what is asserted. For
example, an utteran e of \The king of Fran e is bald"
an either be understood as an assertion of that senten e
and a presupposition that there is a king of Fran e or as
an assertion of the senten e \There is a king of Fran e
and he is bald". However, if we assume an additional
ta it a ommodation move before the integration of the
information expressed by the utteran e then we an say
that the utteran e always has the same interpretation.

Note that this de nition embodies an optimisti approa h to grounding by putting answer(sys; Q; A) in
shared.lm, thereby assuming the systems utteran e was understood by the user. Also, the system optimisti ally assumes
that the user a epts the resulting proposition P by adding
it to shared.bel.

In a similar way we an simplify our dialogue move
analysis by extending the use of ta it moves so that
the updates to the information state normally asso iated with a dialogue move are a tually arried out by
ta it moves. One argument for doing this is that very

4.2

Dialogue plans

6

4

(6) $P: flyg ti paris

few (if any) e e ts of a move are guaranteed as a onsequen e of performing the move; rather, the a tual resulting updates depend on reasoning by the addressed
parti ipant. Thus, we de ne an update rule intergrateLatestMove whi h, given that the latest move was a epted by the system, performs the appropriate update
operations. The updates for a move are di erent depending on whether it was the system or the user who made
the move, but the same module is used in both ases.
5.1

A

<

This is again an ellipsis whi h on our analysis has to be
interpreted as the answer to a question in order to have
ontent. As no questions have been raised yet in the dialogue (apart from whether the parti ipants have ea h
other's attention) the travel agent annot nd the appropriate question on his plan. Furthermore, as this is the
rst indi ation of what the ustomer wants, the travel
agent annot have a plan with detailed questions. We
assume that the travel agent has various plan types in
his domain knowledge determining what kind of onversations he is able to have. E.g. he is able to book trips
by various modes of travel, he is able to handle omplaints, book hotels, rental ars et . What he needs to
do is take the ustomer's utteran e and try to mat h it
against questions in his plan types in his domain knowledge. When he nds a suitable mat h he will a ommodate his plan, thereby providing a plan to ask relevant
question for ights, e.g. when to travel?, what date? et .
On e he has a ommodated this plan he an pro eed as
in the previous example. That is, he an a ommodate
the QUD with the relevant question and pro eed with
the interpretation of ellipsis in the normal fashion.

ommodating a question onto QUD

Dialogue parti ipants an address questions that have
not been expli itly raised in the dialogue. However, it is
important that a question be available to the agent who
is to interpret it be ause the utteran e may be ellipti al.
Here is an example from our dialogue:
(4) $J: vi ken manad ska du aka

( what month do you want to go )
$P: ja: typ den:
nan gang dar

a:


tredje fjarde april /

( well around 3rd 4th april / some time there )
$P: sa billit som mojlit

( as heap as possible )

This example is interesting for a ouple of reasons. It
provides us with an example of \re ursive" a ommodation. The QUD needs to be a ommodated, but in order
to do this the dialogue plan needs to be a ommodated.
The other interesting aspe t of this is that a ommodating the dialogue plan in this way a tually serves to drive
the dialogue forward. That is, the me hanism by whi h
the agent interprets this ellipsis, gives him a plan for a
substantial part of the rest of the dialogue. This is a way
of apturing the intuition that saying ights to Paris to
a travel agent immediately makes a number of questions
be ome relevant.

The strategy we adopt for interpreting ellipti al utteran es is to think of them as short answers (in the sense
of Ginzburg [Ginzburg, 1998℄) to questions on QUD. A
suitable question here is What kind of pri e does P want
for the ti ket? . This question is not under dis ussion at
the point when P says \as heap as possible". But it
an be gured out sin e J knows that this is a relevant
question. In fa t it will be a question whi h J has as an
a tion in his plan to raise. On our analysis it is this fa t
whi h enables A to interpret the ellipsis. He nds the
mat hing question on his plan, a ommodates by pla ing it on QUD and then ontinues with the integration
of the information expressed by as heap as possible as
normal. Note that if su h a question is not available
then the ellipsis annot be interpreted as in the dialogue
in (5).

5.3

B. Around 6 p.m. As heap as possible.

ommodation with ta it

Update rules an be used for other purposes then intergrating the latest move. For example, one an provide update rules whi h a ommodate questions and
plans. One possible formalization of the a ommodate question move is given in (7). When interpreting
the latest utteran e by the other parti ipant, the system makes the assumption that it was a reply move
with ontent A. This assumption reqires a ommodating some question Q su h that A is a relevant answer to
Q. The he k operator \answer-to( A; Q )" is true if A
is a relevant answer to Q given the urrent information
state, a ording to some (possibly domain-dependent)
de nition of question-answer relevan e.

This dialogue is in oherent if what is being dis ussed is
when the hild Maria is going to be pi ked up from her
friend's house (at least under standard dialogue plans
that we might have for su h a onversation).
A

Asso iating a
moves

(5) A. What time are you oming to pi k up Maria?

5.2

ights to Paris >

ommodating the dialogue plan

After an initial ex hange for establishing onta t the rst
thing that P says to the travel agent in our dialogue is:
5

(7)

agenda = [raise(A^ (return=A))℄
plan = [raise(A^ (month=A)),
raise(B^ (pri e lass=B)),
respond(C^ (pri e=C))℄
shared =
bel= [(to = paris)
(how = plane)℄
lm = answer(usr,[how=plane,to=paris℄)

a ommodateQuestion(Q; A)
valRe (shared.lm, answer(usr,A)),
inRe (private.plan, raise(Q))
 answer-to( A; Q )
delRe (private.plan, raise(Q))
pushRe (shared.qud, Q)

(

u-rule:
pre:

eff:

6 A ommodation in a dialogue system

$S: From where do you want to go?

6
6
6
6
6
4

$U: flights to paris.
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answer(usr,[how=plane,to=paris℄)

ommodatePlan
# setRe (private.plan,[raise(A^ (how=A)),
raise(B^ (to=B)),
raise(C^ (return=C)),
raise(D^ (month=D)),
raise(E^ (pri e lass=E)),
respond(F^ (pri e=F))℄)

=

6
4


shared

(8)

ommodateQuestion
# delRe (private.plan,raise(A^ (how=A)))
# pushRe (shared.qud,A^ (how=A))

=

plan

=

h

agenda
tmp
bel
=
qud
=
lm
=

=
=

:::

hi

f(to=paris),(how=plane)g
hX^(from=X)i



3 3
i

7 7
5 7
7
7
7
5

ask(sys,Y^ (from=Y))

8 a ommodatePlan
emptyRe ( private.plan )
>
>
< emptyRe ( shared.qud )
emptyRe ( private.agenda )
pre:
>
>
: valRe ( shared.lm, LM )
 relevant to plan( LM; P lan )
u-rule:

eff:

# integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
# popRe (shared.qud)
# addRe (shared.bel,how=plane)
# a

private

raise(R^ (return=R)),
raise(M^ (month=M)),
raise(C^ ( lass=C)),
respond(P^ (pri e=P))

After interpreting the users utteran e as an answer
move with the ontent [how=plane,to=paris℄, the system starts he king if there are any u-rules whi h apply.
Following the ordering of the rules given in the list of
rule de nitions, it rst he ks if it an perform integrateLatestMove(answer(usr)). However, this rule
requires that the ontent of the answer must be relevant to the topmost question on QUD. Sin e the QUD
is empty, the rule does not apply. It then tries to apply
the a ommodateQuestion rule, but sin e the plan is
empty this rule does not apply either. However, a ommodatePlan (8)7 does apply, sin e there is (in the SIS)
a plan su h that the latest move is relevant to that plan.
More pre isely, the latest move provides an answer to a
question Q su h that raising Q is part of the plan.

$S: Wel ome to the travel agen y

2

2

2

In this se tion we show an example of how the dialogue
system des ribed above an handle a ommodation of
questions and plans. The example is a tual (typed) dialogues with the system, supplemented with information
about dialogue moves, ta it moves, and (partial) illustrations of the systems dynami information state at di erent stages of the dialogue.

setRe (private.plan, P lan)

On e this rule has been exe uted, the update algorithm
starts from the beginning of the rule list. This time, it
turns out the pre onditions of a ommodateQuestion
hold, so the rule is applied. As a onsequen e of this, the
pre onditions of integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
now hold, so that rule is applied. A tually, it turns out
that the latest move is also relevant to a se ond question
( on erning the destination) in the plan, so that question
is also a ommodated and its answer integrated. Sin e
no additional u-rules apply, the system pro eeds to perform the next a tion on the plan: asking where the user
wants to travel from. At the end of the dialogue fragment, the dynami information state after the system
has uttered this question is shown.

ommodateQuestion
# delRe (private.plan,raise(A^ (to=A)))
# pushRe (shared.qud,A^ (to=A))

# integrateLatestMove(answer(usr))
# popRe (shared.qud)
# addRe (shared.bel,to=paris)
# refillAgenda
# popRe (private.plan)
# pushRe (private.agenda,raise(A^ (return=A)))

In the ase where a move is relevant to several plans, this
rule will simply take the rst one it nds. This learly needs
further work.
7
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